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Responsible computing ultimately requires that technical communities develop and adopt tools, processes, and practices that

mitigate harms and support human lourishing. Prior eforts toward the responsible development and use of datasets, machine

learning models, and other technical systems have led to the creation of documentation toolkits to facilitate transparency,

diagnosis, and inclusion. This work takes the next step: to catalyze community uptake, alongside toolkit improvement.

Speciically, starting from one such proposed toolkit specialized for language datasets, data statements for natural language

processing (NLP), we explore how to improve the toolkit in three senses: (1) the content of the toolkit itself, (2) engagement

with professional practice, and (3) moving from a conceptual proposal to a tested schema that the intended community of use

may readily adopt. To achieve these goals, we irst conducted a workshop with NLP practitioners in order to identify gaps and

limitations of the toolkit as well as to develop best practices for writing data statements, yielding an interim improved toolkit.

Then we conducted an analytic comparison between the interim toolkit and another documentation toolkit, datasheets for

datasets. Based on these two integrated processes, we present our revised Version 2 schema and best practices in a guide

for writing data statements. Our indings more generally provide integrated processes for co-evolving both technology and

practice to address ethical concerns within situated technical communities.

CCS Concepts: · Social and professional topics → Socio-technical systems; Software selection and adaptation; · Computing

methodologies→ Language resources.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: dataset documentation toolkits, data statements, professional practice, responsible

innovation, value sensitive design

1 INTRODUCTION

Responsible computing entails, in part, proactively addressing harms (often rooted in social structure and
inequities) and supporting human lourishing through our design, development, and use of computing technology.
In this vein, scientiic and technical communities have a special role to play in developing new tools and processes
to mitigate harms by foregrounding human values. However, these tools and processes will only be beneicial if
they are used and adapted by the relevant technical communities, ultimately changing practice. We consider here
how to bring about such a change in practice, presenting our process for taking one such technologyÐ the data
statements toolkit for documenting language datasets used in natural language processing (NLP) systemsÐ from
envisioned concept and prototype to a practice that is both adapted to and adopted by the NLP community. We
believe that technical community uptake requires interaction with the community, with two-way knowledge
sharing: improving the technology based on community insight while training community members in its use.
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By co-evolving both our technical tools and our social structure and practice, we are better positioned to arrive
at integrated technology and practice that respond meaningfully to ethical concerns.

Data statements were initially proposed by Bender and Friedman [2] in response to growing awareness of the
fact that machine learning (ML) approaches to language technology bring various risks of harm to both system
users and others afected by system use [5, 25, 30]. ML approaches to any problem involving data created by
or about humans have similar risks, but both the particular risks and the ways in which they connect to data
collection practices difer by data type. Data statements, which are honed to their data type, are part of a wave of
convergent dataset and model documentation proposals (see ğ2) that seek to position technologists, those who
procure and deploy technology, and community members to mitigate potential harms by providing transparency
into the data used for training and testing such systems.1

Toolkits refer to physical and digital materials that support people in carrying out methods and processes [16].
Considering documentation toolkits and their purposes, no toolkit can produce any beneit if people don’t use it to
create documentation. Furthermore, the beneit of the documentation will be limited if it is not suiciently detailed,
nor accessible. So we asked two intertwined questions: How do we adapt our proposed toolkit and practice so that
it is feasible for the practitioners we hope will take it up to do so? And: How do we facilitate community uptake?
In this paper we present both the ways in which we engaged and learned from the community and the resulting
improved toolkit, including a revised schema and distilled best practices. We present the revised schema and best
practices in a guide which we developed to support data statement authors in creating documentation accessible
both to technologists and to third parties who need or want to understand data used to construct technology.2 As
is evident from our characterization of these outcomes, we view the toolkit and associated practices as a single
intertwined system. Most broadly, our contributions speak to how to evolve both technology and practice to
address ethical concerns within situated technical communities.

We structure the paper as follows: In ğ2 we present an overview of recent documentation proposals for datasets,
models, and systems and situate data statements within this ecosystem, as well as a review of the methodologies
that we draw from value sensitive design [9]. We lay out our researcher stance, research questions and speciic
methods in ğ3, ğ4 and ğ5, respectively. ğ6 gives an overview of the revisions to the toolkit and in ğ7 we provide
relections on both our methodology and what we learned about how data statements it into the landscape of data
documentation practice and into practitioners’ activities. Finally, in ğ8, we provide an outlook onto future work,
including engaging with a broader set of stakeholders, further study of the uptake and use of data statements and
generalizations to other data types.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Documentation Toolkits

In response to a wide range of potential harms from applying pattern recognition (łAIž) at scale, in 2017-2019
several research groups, mostly from the United States by ailiation, began to develop documentation toolkits to
support transparency in AI systems. As shown in Table 1, each of these documentation toolkits was developed
with inspiration from a particular non-digital documentation format and with particular users, harms and use
cases in mind.

More recently, as documentation toolkits gain traction, we are seeing two trends. First, documentation toolkits
are being integrated into standard practice and early-stage standards to mitigate and manage bias in AI systems
[28]. Second, initial documentation toolkits are being revised as part of iterative design processes, leading to
more formalized and complete versions. For example, based on feedback from legal scholars and user studies, the

1Data statements also support the use and understanding of NLP systems built and evaluated with small datasets in resource-constrained

scenarios, where ML may not be applicable.
2The guide [3] is available at http://techpolicylab.uw.edu/data-statements/
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Toolkit Inspiration Focus Ref

Datasheets for

Datasets

Electronics

documentation for

components, etc.

Datasets: detailed documentation on key

dataset design issues; intended for experts

Gebru et al. [13, 14]

Data Nutrition

Project

Standardized nutrition

labels for prepared

food

Datasets: brief standardized format for

details on the construction and contents of

a dataset; intended for experts and

non-experts

Holland et al. [17],

Chmielinski et al. [6]

Data Statements

for NLP

Description of

participants in social

and medical research

Datasets: highlights the design, the people

represented, and considerations that arise

from use of language data types

Bender and Friedman [2]

Nutrition Labels

for Data and

Models

Standardized nutrition

labels for prepared

food

Datasets and models: automatically

calculated information about data and

models to inform on production processes

behind ML models

Stoyanovich and Howe

[29]

Model Cards for

Model Reporting

TRIPOD statement

proposal in medicine

ML Models: model characteristics including

type, use case, performance variance and

performance measures; complement to

datasheets

Mitchell et al. [22]

FactSheets Suppliers Declaration

of Conformity (e.g.

telecom,

transportation)

AI model or service: Purpose and criticality

of a model; measures of a dataset, model or

service; creation and deployment process

Arnold et al. [1]

Table 1. Documentation Toolkits: Inspiration and Focus

categories and questions employed in datasheets have been reined [13]; the Data Nutrition Project updated their
Data Nutrition Label tool to include intended use cases [6]; and IBM expanded their FactSheet to include specialized
template development for project teams [26]. In this second stage of documentation toolkit development, the ield
is moving beyond initial toolkit formulation to explore the needs of documentation writers, including addressing
gaps and lack of clarity in the initial toolkit directions and support for skill development in writing, reading and
using the toolkits. The work reported on here contributes to these second stage eforts.

2.2 Data Statements

A data statement consists of schema elements and is deined by Bender and Friedman as ła characterization of a
dataset that provides context to allow developers and users to better understand how experimental results might
generalize, how software might be appropriately deployed, and what biases might be relected in systems built on
the softwarež [2, p.587]. The Version 1 schema consists of two parts: a long form and a short form. The long form
contains nine schema elements, which each correspond to a set of questions or suggested descriptions about an
aspect of the dataset, such as the curation rationale, language variety or demographics of the speakers in the
dataset (ğ5 of [2]). The short form is a summary of the long form designed to be used in publications that reference
the dataset. Practitioners are encouraged to use both forms in coordination with papers introducing datasets, as
part of reports of experiments that used a dataset, and alongside documentation for a model trained on a dataset.
Data statements have been used in dataset cataloging eforts to explore the gaps in existing data collections [33],
and recent work with datasheets points to documentation’s ability to support developers’ awareness of ethical
issues in ML technology [4]. For an illustration of both Version 1 and Version 2 of the data statements schema as
well as a sense of how they difer, see Figure 1 on page 10, discussed further in ğ6.

ACM J. Responsib. Comput.
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2.3 Value Sensitive Design

Value sensitive design is an established approach for foregrounding human values and well-being in the technical
design process [9]. Value sensitive design takes a broad stance in deining technology as a combination of tools,
technologies, and infrastructure that shape human activity, encompassing both physical and digital artifacts [9].
Mok and Hyysalo [23] used them to integrate a new solar energy system into the architecture of a historic building,
while Millett et al. [21] employed value sensitive design methodologies to improve informed consent features in
internet browsers. At the core of value sensitive design is the tripartite methodology of iterative and integrative
conceptual, technical and empirical investigations, as well as the practical strategy of co-evolving technology
and social structure (including community practice). This methodology allows for extended inquiry into the
interaction between technology and society through iterative investigation and evaluation over time. For example,
the retrospective analyses that Millett et al. [21] conducted were built on the conceptual investigation described
in Friedman et al. [8] and themselves were the foundation for technical interventions that were empirically
evaluated in Friedman et al. [10]. Similarly, two of the authors of this paper, Bender and Friedman, employed this
approach in the initial development of data statements [2]. We continue to draw on value sensitive design for the
subsequent work presented here.
In their initial work, Bender and Friedman began with a conceptual investigation, drawing on the deinition

of bias presented in [11] as łsystematicž and łunfair discrimination.ž They paid particular attention to how
bias in computing systems could relect preexisting social conditions or emerge over time when computing
systems developed for a speciic set of circumstances and populations were used in other circumstances and with
other populations. As a proof-of-concept and technical investigation, Bender and Friedman then applied the
data statements toolkit to two actual datasets, one of English Twitter data and one of English and French video
interview data. In addition, they employed value scenarios [9, 24] as a conceptual method to explore how an at-the-
time imagined documentation toolkit could provide beneit both in terms of mitigating bias and contributing to
better science. Value scenarios provided a structured way of envisioning futures, bringing forward both potential
positive and negative impacts of a not-yet-built-and-deployed technology on individuals, communities, ields
and societies. One of their value scenarios, concerning the potential for data statements to become a force for
exclusion if standardized too quickly, led Bender and Friedman to call for empirical investigations exploring how
data statements as a practice would work for a diverse range of practitioners.

In the work reported here, we follow up on this call. In doing so we leaned further into value sensitive design’s
tripartite methodology. With the goal of improving the 2018 data statement schema from a community-of-use
perspective, we irst conducted an empirical investigation with one direct stakeholder group,3 NLP dataset
creators, to gather their perspectives and insights for how data statements and the surrounding practice could
be improved by clarifying existing schema elements, identifying gaps where additional schema elements were
needed and collecting best practices. Our empirical work was followed by two sequential technical investigations
to revise the data statement schema. In the irst we used the empirical workshop results to guide reformulation
of the schema and identiication of best practices; in the second, we compared datasheets for datasets to the
reformulated schema to identify and ill any additional gaps.

3 RESEARCHER STANCE

Our research team based in the United States is comprised of computational linguists facile with NLP and ML
systems and an information scientist skilled in the application of value sensitive design, particularly around
mitigating bias in computing systems. All team members previously participated in developing documentation
toolkits for datasets used in ML systems.

3Here we distinguish between direct stakeholders who interact directly with the documentation toolkit either by writing or reading

documentation and indirect stakeholders who may never see the resulting documentation but nonetheless are afected by others’ use of it [9].
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4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In moving from an envisioned documentation toolkit to one positioned to be taken up by a research community,
we sought to make the data statements toolkit more robust with respect to institutional contexts, researcher
backgrounds and research goals. This motivated two broad research questions:

(1) How should the data statements for NLP schema be updated to better support the range of projects it might
be used for in the international NLP community?

(2) How could we support practitioners in a wide range of institutional contexts in writing data statements
and facilitate community uptake of this practice?

5 METHODS

To gain traction on these research questions, we took a two-phased approach, drawing on a similar methodological
approach from Friedman et al. [12]. In Phase 1, to understand how NLP dataset creators would make sense of and
utilize the existing schema (Version 1) we organized an empirical investigation in the form of an international
community-based workshop with NLP practitioners (described in ğ5.1). Based on the Phase 1 workshop results,
we developed an interim revised schema in a technical investigation. Then in Phase 2, to learn from others’ eforts
developing documentation proposals, we conducted a second technical investigation in which we carried out a
close, analytical comparison between the schema and a related documentation toolkit (ğ5.2). Throughout, we
paid particular attention to (1) how NLP dataset creators could efectively collect the information required for
data statements; (2) identifying and developing heuristics for writing data statements; (3) managing privacy and
ethical considerations, particularly those tied to small or vulnerable populations; (4) how data statements relate
to other existing practices in the NLP community; and (5) how to document legacy datasets.

5.1 Phase 1: NLP community-based workshop

To uncover the strengths, gaps, confusions and limitations of the Version 1 schema elements (as published in [2])
as well as to generate best practices for writing data statements, we held an international workshop with members
of the NLP community. The workshop was accepted as part of the 12th Language Resources and Evaluation
Conference (LREC); due to COVID-19 and the eventual cancellation of the conference, the workshop was held
virtually over three days, May 11-13, 2020. In this empirical investigation, we sought feedback from NLP dataset
developers in order to evaluate the data statement schema in practice.

Participants and their datasets. We recruited participants through an open invitation over standard workshop
announcement channels for the NLP community. Speciically, we invited NLP community members to a working
meeting where they would engage in writing data statements. We recruited as broadly as NLP workshop
distribution channels would allow, in the hopes of getting a very broad range of perspectives, and succeeded
in attracting participants from around the globe, though some regions (Europe, the US) were more represented
than others. In total, 38 practitioners from 16 countries participated, including practitioners from Argentina,
Mauritius, Sri Lanka as well as the US and Europe. Half (50%) of the participants identiied as senior researchers,
while 36.8% identiied as junior researchers and 13.2% did not provide a response. The workshop was designed
around training language technology practitioners. Though we had one participant who came from a diferent
research community (legal scholarship), for the most part, there was considerable shared common ground in the
academic training of our participants. This both facilitated productive working sessions and shaped the range of
ideas elucidated in those sessions.
Most participants brought datasets to document; where multiple participants represented the same dataset,

we considered them part of the same participant team. In total, there were 29 datasets, relecting the collective
geographical diversity both in terms of the language and content of interest. Just over half of the datasets were
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collections of varieties of English; other languages represented include Arabic (a mix of Arabic language varieties),
Argentinian Spanish, Basque, Javanese and Yoruba, to name a few. The genre of data ranged from Twitter posts
to biomedical data to proverbs.

Workshop structure and procedures. The design of the workshop was driven both by our goal of eliciting
formative feedback on the data statements schema as well as our goals of providing a useful training and
networking experience for the workshop participants. It was also shaped by the fact that it took place over Zoom,
early in the global experience of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this context, we sought to balance in-depth paired
participant interactions with larger group work. We intended for participants to experience the process of writing
and evaluating data statements within a peer review process, and then relect upon and discuss those experiences
with others. Towards the goal of providing a networking opportunity for participants across this international
community, we designed workshop activities that we expected to provide opportunities for relationships to form,
assigning new participant pairings over the course of the workshop.

The virtual workshop met synchronously in Zoom for six hours total, in 2-hour sessions across three contiguous
days. In addition to these synchronous meetings participants completed some work asynchronously between
sessions, as preparation for the next meeting. On Day 1, participant teams were introduced to each other and
informed of the workshop’s twofold goals: (1) for each participant team that brought a dataset to leave the
workshop with a solid, if not complete, draft of a data statement for their dataset; and (2) for the workshop
participants as a whole to identify improvements to the Version 1 schema elements and generate best practices
for writing data statements.
To achieve these ends, we formed small groups of participants around the datasets they brought, with 1ś2

datasets per group. In addition, the data statement construction process was supported with a shared digital
worksheet presenting the Version 1 schema elements. For each element, the worksheet provided the element
explanation (from data statements Version 1, as speciied in [2]) and allowed for (a) notes; (b) draft text; (c)
feedback; and (d) advice for future data statement authors.

The workshop low was as follows. On Day 1, after the introductions, we put the participant teams into small
groups to develop the irst four schema elements using the worksheets. During this writing process, participants
took on one of two roles: data statement łauthorž or łinterviewerž. The data statement author role entailed writing
the actual schema elements for a particular dataset. The interviewer role entailed asking the data statement
author questions about the dataset, to bring forward aspects which might need clariication, greater speciication
or were deemed unnecessary or redundant. In this sense, the schema elements functioned as questions to be
asked by the interviewer and answered by the data statement author. Notes from this interview process were
recorded on the worksheet. As łhomeworkž, participants inished drafting these schema elements. On Day 2,
participants worked in small groups to review the schema elements drafted the day before and then in a second
small group session repeated the drafting process for the remaining ive schema elements, again inishing the
drafting as homework. On Day 3, a inal small group session allowed for peer review of the second set of elements.
Finally, four breakout groups comprised of 8-9 participants with one facilitator met to relect on the speciic
workshop activities and on data statements more generally. In these groups, participants were asked about topics
such as what advice they would give to future data statements writers, what improvements they would like to
see to the schema elements, potential uses as well as harms and misuses of data statements, and suggested best
practices. Participants were therefore asked for their suggested best practices having just experienced the process
of iteratively improving their own data statements and also providing feedback on others’ drafts.
The materials from the workshop that served as the empirical basis for our analysis included recordings of

the inal breakout sessions and the short full-group debrieing sessions at the end of Days 1 and 2, as well as
the data statements produced by the participants, the notes they included in their worksheets, and the notes
they provided in the discussion questions worksheet for the breakout sessions on Day 3. We did not create Zoom
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recordings of the small-group work on actual data statement development, as we believed that might have been
perceived as intrusive and counter to the goal of building relationships among participants.

Data analysis. Using an inductive process [7], we systematically reviewed the recorded material on participants’
worksheets and the group discussion transcripts to identify and consolidate potential improvements to the schema
and best practices. Speciically, two members of our research team with deep knowledge of language datatypes
and NLP systems annotated the worksheets for tips and suggestions as well as for strengths and weaknesses
in the participant-written data statements, paying particular attention to where diiculties occurred as a result
of the schema deinitions and scope. The lens that we used to examine the participant-written data statements
was how well and completely they addressed the schema element questions, with an eye toward potential
sources of bias. We also attended to overshoot: material that went beyond describing the dataset itself to include
background information which would be better placed elsewhere. In evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of
participant-written data statements, we found patterns that led us to develop best practices (either as practiced
by data statement authors or that would have helped data statement authors). We also observed instances in
which the Version 1 schema was ill-suited to certain kinds of language data, as in the case of translation data
where participants needed to describe the characteristics of two (or more) languages. For the group discussion
transcripts we annotated ideas around best practices. We excluded as out of scope participant comments about
creating datasets (rather than documenting them) and automatic generation of data statements. Based on the
analysis of these two data sources, we revised the Version 1 schema and we created general and element-speciic
best practices.

Interim products. The data analyses and subsequent revisions resulted in the Version 2 (Phase 1) data statement
schema and a draft guide for writing data statements (see ğ6 for details).

5.2 Phase 2: Analytical Comparison to Datasheets for Datasets

To check for completeness and make the data statement schema and best practices from Phase 1 even more robust,
we followed a strategy of leveraging a related model [12], in this instance another documentation toolkit efort.
In choosing a documentation toolkit for comparison, we sought one that also engaged with datasets (as opposed
to other aspects of systems) in a detailed manner and, ideally, from another organizational and/or institutional
context as a means to enrich our development work thus far. Of the documentation toolkits described in ğ2.1,
datasheets for datasets [13] (we used v7 of the paper on arXiv [15]) is the most similar to data statements. As
shown in Table 1, only two others pertained solely to datasets. Of these, data nutrition labels were designed
to be ‘at a glance’, where datasheets provided more detail and thus made a better point of comparison to data
statements. Datasheets were developed by industry researchers within a large tech company rather than in the
academic research community, so we expected that they would capture diferent contextual and organizational
perspectives, aligning with our stated research questions. Datasheets have also seen a high degree of uptake within
the community. For example, the Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS) Datasets
and Benchmarks Track recommended that datasets published at their venue be accompanied by documentation
following datasheets for datasets, data statements, or data nutrition labels in both 2021 and 2022. This research
community interest in datasheets has continued, as evidenced by the datasheets publication having over 1000
citations at the time of writing this paper.
In this technical investigation, we paid particular attention to how each toolkit conceptualizes what data is,

who is writing documentation, who is reading documentation, what risks are being mitigated and what other
purposes the documentation serves. To situate the comparison in the details of the two toolkits, we sought
to account for each of the questions the datasheets schema asks documentation authors to consider, mapping
datasheets questions to data statements elements where possible. Where there was no corresponding element in
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our Version 2-Phase 1 schema, we either identiied a location where the information could be added to the data
statements schema, or marked the question as out of scope for data statements. We found information to be out
of scope for diferent reasons, e.g., because it doesn’t pertain to language data or because we believe it would
be provided in complementary documentation to data statements, such as documentation for important ethical
review processes (IRB or otherwise).

6 FINAL PRODUCTS: REVISED SCHEMA, BEST PRACTICES, AND GUIDE

The NLP community-based workshop (Phase 1) and comparison with datasheets for datasets (Phase 2) resulted
in three products: (1) a revised schema (Version 2); (2) a list of key terms and best practices (general and element-
speciic) for writing data statements for NLP; and (3) a guide for writing data statements for NLP that presents
(1) and (2) in a cogent manner. As shown in Table 2, the vast majority of the revisions were the result of the
community-based workshop.

Revised schema (Version 2). The community-based workshop (Phase 1) resulted in the creation of 7 new schema
elements as well as updates to the rationale, description and best practices of the other original 9 schema elements.
In addition, the schema elements were reordered and reorganized; in one instance two elements were merged
into one, resulting in a total of 15 schema elements in Version 2. These changes emerged from both explicit
comments and feedback from the workshop participants as well as our data analysis. For example, 5 of the new
schema elements (Preprocessing and Data Formatting, Limitations, Metadata, Disclosures and Ethical Review,
and Glossary) were suggested by participants during the group discussions. Our analysis of the participants’ data
statements resulted in the additional Header and Executive Summary schema elements, as well as merging the
Speech Situation and Text Characteristics schema elements into one element. The comparison with datasheets
for datasets (Phase 2) yielded ive additional revisions; all of these were to element descriptions. To illustrate the
substance and depth of changes from Version 1 to Version 2, we present the changes made to two of the schema
elements: Curation Rationale and Recording/Capture Quality.
The top part of Figure 1 shows the changes we made to the Curation Rationale schema element. (1) Element

order. As it was the irst element in the Version 1 schema, we observed that workshop participants tended
to overload the element with introductory information about the dataset. In response, we made the Curation
Rationale the third element, after the new Header and Executive Summary schema elements that allow for more
context about the contents of the dataset. (2) Motivation. Originally, motivation for how the schema element
serves the reader of a data statement came after the description of the content for the element. We moved this
motivation to the start of the element in theWhy section, and included additional motivation for how the Curation
Rationale also supports dataset creators. A few other schema elements in Version 1 also included motivation for
why the element was included in the schema; we made this consistent across all schema elements in Version 2,
including a rationale for both writers and readers in theWhy section for each element. (3) Elaboration. Finally, we
drew from the analyses of both phases to add more clarifying questions such that a completed Curation Rationale
may better support surfacing sources of societal and/or emergent bias that may be encoded in the dataset.

While the Curation Rationale retained the original conception of the element from Version 1 (with elaborations),
the changes made to the Capture Quality schema element (formerly the Version 1 Recording Quality element)
illustrate a considerable re-imagining of scope and, hence, name and description of the element. Figure 1 also
shows the two changes we made to the Capture Quality schema element. (1) Scope. In analyzing workshop
participants’ data statements, we found that this elementÐ originally designed to capture technical biases related
to audiovisual equipment usedÐwas used creatively to document a wider variety of technical considerations.
These include systems used for correcting optical character recognition (OCR) output, API reliability when
requesting data from online platforms and data degradation stemming from linked data becoming inaccessible.
Accordingly, we broadened the element’s scope to include these and other possible sources of technical bias when
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Revisions Phase 1: Workshop Phase 2: Datasheet Comparison

General Best Practices New -
Key Terms New -

Schema Elements

1 Header New Updated c
2 Executive Summary New -
3 Curation Rationale Updated b, c, d Updated c
4 Documentation for Source Datasets Updated a, b, c, d Updated c
5 Language Varieties Updated a, b, c, d -
6 Speaker Demographic Updated b, c, d -
7 Annotator Demographic Updated b, c, d -
8 Speech Situation and Text Characteristics Merged and updated a, b, c, d
9 Preprocessing and Data Formatting New Updated c
10 Capture Quality Updated a, b, c, d -
11 Limitations New -
12 Metadata New Updated c
13 Disclosures and Ethical Review New -
14 Other Updated b, c, d -
15 Glossary New -

Table 2. Revisions by source of change. Each element is comprised of a: (a) title, (b) rationale, (c) description, and (d) best
practices. “New” refers to the addition of an entirely new element.

capturing observations of language use in the world for use as data in a dataset. (2) Rationale. As described above,
we added the Why section to convey the importance of these considerations to both data statement readers and
dataset creators.

Best practices. Our advice to data statement writers takes the form of best practices, identiied through analysis
of workshop participants’ relections as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the participant-written data
statements produced during the event. There are 16 general best practices which are applicable across data
statement elements or otherwise pertaining to the data statement as a whole. In addition, there are 47 element-
speciic best practices, ranging per element from one (for Speech Situation and Text Characteristics, Other and
Glossary) to nine (for each of Speaker and Annotator Demographics). The best practices convey three levels of
emphasis, distinguished linguistically: (1) Best practices we believe must be followed to create a successful data
statement, articulated as imperatives. (However, in many cases, the imperative instruction is to consider a course
of action.) (2) Best practices we strongly advise, expressed with should. (3) Best practices we propose as one good
way to proceed, expressed with recommend. The determination of which level of emphasis to use for each best
practice was decided through deliberation among the three authors on what information we thought would
be feasible for data statement authors to provide in most contexts as well as what information data statement
readers would need to answer questions relating to possible sources of bias.

As an illustration of the best practices, here is general best practice #4, which reads:

Some of the data statement elements concern information that may require advanced planning to collect

(e.g., demographic information). We recommend determining what information is to be collected and

how at the start of the project, leaving time for ethics review board approval as appropriate.

ACM J. Responsib. Comput.
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Fig. 1. Sample elements from Version 1 vs. 2 schema. Orange represents change of element order or title; green reorganization
within an element; and blue elaborations to content

This best practice is derived from workshop participant comments that advocate working on the data statement
early in the dataset development process, e.g., łRecommend drafting the data statement during the data creation
process, as some information is more easily available at the time than later.ž This general best practice also relects
a proactive response to dataset creators who may feel uncomfortable about collecting and handling demographic
information, even while understanding the importance of such information for creating representative datasets.
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Guide for writing data statements. To assist technologists, scholars and others with writing data statements
using the revised schema (Version 2) and drawing on the best practices, we created a third product which took
the form of łA Guide to Writing Data Statements: For Natural Language Processingž [3]. The guide brings
together the Version 2 schema elements and best practices into one integrated document that is organized to
support the data statement writing process. General best practices (a total of 16) that cut across all aspects of the
data statement writing process appear irst, followed by key terms germane for language data types: annotator,
disordered speech, elicited data, found data, language data, language variety, speaker, speech synthetic text and
text. Next come the 15 schema elements, each on its own page. For each element, we provide a rationale (the
Why), a description (the What) and element-speciic best practices. Most pages have ample white space for
note-taking and the user’s annotations. A sidebar łschema-mapž acts as a memory aid and facilitates lipping
among related elements. The guide concludes with two appendices, the irst for converting schema Version 1 to
Version 2; the second for situating data statements within other documentation toolkits.

7 REFLECTIONS ON PROCESS AND PRODUCTS

On methodology. We took a two-phased approach, engaging irst with NLP practitioners directly in the context
of their own work writing data statements and then conducting a comparative analysis with a closely related
documentation toolkit. In relecting on our methodological strategy, we can make several observations. First,
following value sensitive design’s tripartite methodology, the two approaches we employed represented diferent
types of investigations. Speciically, the workshop was an empirical investigation which positioned participants
to directly engage with the data statement writing process and share their insights and advice in addition to the
data statement artifacts they generated for their own datasets. As such, this empirical method invited participant
creativity and allowed participants to express themselves in whatever ways they wished. We then followed this
with two technical investigations: the Phase 1 reformulation of the schema and development of best practices and
the comparative analysis with a closely related documentation toolkit. The comparative analysis focused on the
technical structure and details of the two toolkits. This technical method aforded systematic and comprehensive
surface-level comparison and was well positioned to shine a light on omissions in the interim Version 2 schema.
Second, employing empirical and technical approaches in tandem yielded a broader set of improvements than
either approach would have in isolation. Others wishing to improve similar toolkits might wish to employ a
similar strategy: engaging a combination of empirical and technical investigations.
Considering the workshop further, we next call out two aspects of special interest: one following from

participant make-up, the other from process. In terms of participant make-up, engaging directly with NLP
practitioners from diferent countries and diferent institutional research contexts provided us with access to
their collective wisdom and creativity. As a group, their depth and breadth helped us understand where the
Version 1 data statement schema could be improved to better meet a wide range of needs and backgrounds,
how data statement writers could be better supported with a structured and detailed guide to writing data
statements and which key insights and best practices to share with others. This was particularly valuable given
our goal of creating a documentation toolkit which would be accessible to researchers from institutional contexts
diferent from US academia. Researchers based in diferent cultures helped us learn about diferent ways in which
particular kinds of data about speakers and annotators might be considered sensitive as well as diferent levels
of institutional support around ethics review. These lessons informed both the design of the schema and the
best practices we articulated. In terms of process, the practice of interviewing a dataset developer as a means to
elicit meaningful documentation led us to a more general observation: namely, that interviewing by an outsider
serves as an efective method for eliciting content from dataset developers at a meaningful level of granularity.
Where the term łdocumentationž usually evokes a dry asynchronous practiceÐ the documenter writes, later
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others readÐ we found the interview technique made data statement writing interactive and as a result more
rewarding for both the data statement authors and (future) readers.

On automation. Among the suggestions from our workshop participants (and other members of the NLP
community who we have spoken with about data statements) were those concerning automation and data
statements. There are two variants: We might ask to what extent the production of data statements can be
automated and to what extent data statements might be rendered automatically processable. In both respects,
we see value in keeping this process manual. For the former, we believe that writing a thorough and beneicial
data statement requires engaging thoughtfully with the data being documented, whereas automation tends to
produce distance between author and dataset. For the latter, it is very important that data statements remain
designed to be accessible to human readers, from a wide range of stakeholder groups. Designing them for
automatic processing would likely render them less readable. In this sense, we see data statements are very much
complementary to other kinds of metadata, such as the Dublin Core metadata standards [31, 32]. Such standards
support discoverability of datasets; a data statement provides the reader who has discovered a dataset of interest
with information about its content and context. That said, data statement authors are encouraged to use BCP-47
language codes which would allow for automation to determine which languages are represented in the data
catalog and, importantly, which are not yet represented. As envisioned in the original data statements paper [2],
that information would position the ield as a collective to systematically ill gaps for underrepresented languages.
Consistent with the sentiments above, this particular automated task would not interfere with the beneits of a
primarily manual cataloging process.

On unanticipated use cases. From our perspective, one of the more interesting outcomes concerned use cases
for data statements. Recall that data statements were envisioned to mitigate the harms of exclusion and bias in
language technology and support transparency in the future applications of that technology through informed
dataset selection, more thorough dataset analysis and bringing the ethical considerations of NLP data to the
foreground for all NLP practitioners [2]. That said, the workshop participants identiied several other use cases
including functioning as an analogy to code README documents in increasing the accessibility of datasets,
increasing the accessibility of NLP research to other ields, contributing to data repository metadata and serving
as a planning tool for careful dataset development. These unanticipated uses point to the need for more general
support of dataset development, integration and communication and increased valorization of the work that goes
into data creation and dataset maintenance [27].

On situatedness of documentation practices. Our comparison to the datasheets schema allowed us to see some
of the ways in which the initial development context of data statements shaped the resulting toolkit. Two key
features of that context is that data statements (both Version 1 and Version 2) were developed from the perspective
of academia and with a concrete focus on language datasets. We see the impact of the academic context in the way
that data statements seek to complement rather than encompass work done by institutional review boards (IRBs),
incorporating a place for a pointer to any IRB documentation in the Disclosures and Ethical Review element.

We ind that our speciic focus on language data enabled several key features of our toolkit. First, we are able
to provide prompts in the schema for particular kinds of information that are relevant to issues of emergent bias
with language datasets (e.g., dialect, genre). Second, we have a clear distinction between data (language produced
by language users) and annotations (any additional labels added to that language data), and we prompt for
information about the people involved in each process. Separating these out, we argue, will position dataset and
technology users to better diagnose the source of problems as they arise. Third, and possibly most importantly, by
grounding our toolkit in a speciic data type, we are able to make our recommendations more concrete, which in
turn makes data statements easier for dataset producers to write and for data statement readers of all backgrounds
to understand.
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On productive friction. The work reported here is the product of an interdisciplinary team. Authors McMillan-
Major and Bender are computational linguists; author Friedman is a designer and technologist with expertise on
human values in technical design. Navigating our interdisciplinary discussions was diicult and time consuming.
We found that it was easy to misunderstand, both at the level of vocabulary and at the level of work behind the
results from the other ield. However, at the same time, we found that the resulting friction was generative, and
taking the time to reach understanding led both to valuable new insights and to research products accessible
to broader communities. For example, we developed the key terms in the data statements schema both to aid
our own mutual understandings as well as to support non-NLP experts in their engagement and work with data
statements. Ultimately, we found that the interdisciplinary experience brought value even beyond meeting this
necessity: attending to the turbulence rather than trying to push past it and extending grace and respect across
the disciplinary diferences brought us beneits in the form of learning opportunities and insights that come from
having to actively work towards clarity and mutual understanding.

On standardization: why, what and when? Those difering contexts of documentation schema development,
varied targeted objects for documentation and disparate experiences of the developers themselves have resulted in
a proliferation of diverse documentation schemas. With all of these diferent formats come challenges for coherent
and widespread uptake of documentation. While standardization towards a few documentation schemas ofers
one way forward, it raises yet another set of questions: Should the schemas themselves or just the content of the
documentation be standardized? At what jurisdiction should documentation be standardized, especially within
interdisciplinary ields where contexts and data types may vary greatly? In the case of NLP, language data in the
form of text is often accompanied by video and image data, which carry their own unique considerations for bias
and ethical data management. Is it time to converge and standardize now, or is it better leave time for additional
innovation and standardize at some point in the future? What rhythms of the innovation-convergence-uptake life
cycle should we consider, which should we avoid? While institutions involved with standardization, such as NIST
[28], ISO [19] and IEEE [18], work to provide broad guidance in terms of documentation over technical ields
of all kinds, we expect that the answers to these questions and others for localized research communities will
require active and inclusive community engagement to encourage uptake and efective documentation processes,
practices and products.

On co-evolving technology and social structure. Value sensitive design points us to the need and opportunity to
co-evolve technology with social structure [9]. That is, by developing technical tools and toolkits along with
the social environments in which they will be used, we have a larger design space with which to engage and
greater possibility to ensure that resulting practices will be responsive to the needs of individuals, communities,
ields and society writ large. Doing this kind of co-evolution work is complex, nuanced work. Mok and Hyysalo
[23] explore such co-evolution in the context of energy transition for a historical building in Finland; Magassa
and Friedman [20] for the Washington State Access to Justice Technology Principles. Our work improving the
data statements documentation toolkit contributes a focused case study for such co-evolutionÐone in which
we worked directly with the community of practice both to improve the technology and to explicitly identify
best practices around the technology’s use. Our inal products relect this co-evolution approach, resulting in
both a revised documentation toolkit (Data Statements Schema Version 2) and a set of best practices and guide
for writing data statements. As the data statement toolkit is integrated into community practice, these methods
could be used to understand how the integration process has changed the community and how those community
changes necessitate the schema be once again revised. The overall approach we have taken as well as some of
our speciic methods for simultaneously engaging with a community around the development of the technical
artifact will be of use to others who wish to pursue such co-evolution in their own design situations.
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8 FUTURE WORK

The approach and methods reported here make progress on the trajectory from technical concept to widespread
community practice. Yet more remains to be done. We point to three promising directions for future work.

Engaging with a broader set of stakeholders. Value sensitive design calls for a robust engagement with both
direct and indirect key stakeholder groups. A stakeholder analysis for data statements yields many, diverse
stakeholder groups, each of whom may interact with data statements in distinct ways. These include but are
not limited to those (linguists, data scientists and others) who create datasets; those (computer scientists, data
scientists and others) who develop systems trained and tested on datasets created by others; those (institutional
decision-makers and IT personnel in organizations) who select systems trained on datasets created by others; those
(doctors, human resources personnel, judges, lawyers, loan oicers and others) who use the outputs of systems

trained on datasets created by others; and those (individuals, communities, advocacy organizations and societies)
who may never touch the systems that were trained on the datasets but nonetheless are afected by how others
interpret and act upon the outcomes. All of these stakeholder groups need to be brought into the design process
for data statements to ensure that the documentation contains the necessary information to be useful and that
information is presented in a readable, comprehensible and usable form and format for each of the stakeholder
groups. Our current work primarily addresses only the irst stakeholder group aboveÐ those who create datasets.

Iteration and integration: use cases and on-going technical reinement. As data statements for NLP systems
continue to be taken up, engaged and reined by diverse stakeholders, as a ield we will be positioned to study
their adoption, adaptation and efectiveness in practice. Open research questions include:

• What use cases emerge for data statements for NLP systems?
• How does the data statements schema for language data types need to be reined so as to be fully general,
accommodating all kinds of observational data that may co-occur with or provide context for text or
audiovisual language data?

• How does domain of use and organizational context impact the content of data statement schema elements
and how those elements are used in practice (e.g., medical texts with patient, disease, and drug information
vs. legal texts with case law)?

• How do diverse stakeholders read data statements and how readable are data statements, particularly for
non-technical stakeholder groups?

• What evidence is there for the success of data statements for NLP (and related documentation toolkits) in
mitigating bias and enabling better science?

• Where and how do data statements as a documentation toolkit come up short?

Generalizing to other data types. A key strength of data statements is their precision in relation to the dataset’s
data type. That is, the schema elements are honed to the data type that is being documented. The strength
comes at the expense of generalizability, that is how readily data statement schema elements that were initially
developed for language data types as used in NLP systems could be adapted in conception and structure to other
data types. Our intuition was that some elements of the schema would likely carry across to other data types.
After all, documentation for any data type will need to address the reasons underlying selection and inclusion
(i.e., Curation Rationale) as well as disclosures and information on ethical review processes (i.e., Disclosures and
Ethical Review). But elements speciic to language data would need to be removed and new elements relevant to
the data type being documented would need to be developed. Datasets with mixed data types (e.g., images with
captions) present further complexities in documentation.
To explore further, we conducted a thought experiment as follows. Each of the authors chose a diferent

(non-language) data type and considered how the schema elements developed for language data types might
apply: vision data used to detect motion; sensor data used to train autonomous vehicles; and electrical signal data
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used in brain-machine interaction. We compared our judgments about each schema element. By consensus we
identiied only 4 out of the 15 schema elements that would not carry over (elements 5ś8: Language Varieties,
Speaker Demographic, Annotator Demographic, and Speech Situation and Text Characteristics). The remaining
11 elements all carried over to each of the three considered data types, in some cases without modiication, in
others with minor adaptation to the element description. A development process akin to that of data statements
for NLP could build out data statements for additional data types, replacing elements 5ś8 with data type speciic
elements and adapting the details of the others. This thought experiment suggests that the grounding of the
data statements toolkit in a speciic data type, far from making it inlexibly bound to that data type, produced a
resource that would be a beneicial starting point for adaptation to other domains.

9 CONCLUSION

Responsible approaches to machine learning will only gain purchase when the tools and technologies designed
to support these outcomes are taken up and integrated into the everyday practices of technical and non-technical
communities alike. In the work reported here, we explored how to support uptake of such a toolkit within
in one particular technical community: data statements within the NLP community. Along the way, we also
demonstrated how engagement with the technical community can be used to improve the toolkit, thus achieving
two goals with one intervention. Framed in this manner, our work makes four key contributions. First, we provide
a revised version of the data statements schema, together with a set of best practices for writing data statements,
both presented together in a guide for writing data statements. Second, we developed a method for engaging a
technical research community in uptake and adaptation of a documentation toolkit for machine learning systems,
including workshop structure and interaction strategies. Third, with respect to improving the documentation
toolkit itself, we provide a method and practice for further developing and improving such toolkits. Finally and
most generally, we demonstrate how to move from an early-stage technical concept and innovation informed by
value sensitive design to a community practice around a more robust technical artifact.
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